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Media Release
Lost Years

Hypnotic new song from acclaimed Melbourne singer-songwriter embraces new era
Atmospheric guitar circles off-kilter drums. A rhythmic vocal chorus nags like a softly dripping tap.
The story that follows is half-told, half-murmured, like the ones that echo in your head after lights out.
Unfinished business. Lost Years is a new kind of song for Cat Canteri.
“It’s a song about divesting yourself of a toxic relationship,”
affirms the singer-songwriter from Melbourne’s inner north.
“But I’ve left it intentionally open. There’s no specifics or
context about the person, or what the relationship was.
“I hope it’s relatable; open to people to interpret.”
Much has changed since Inner North, Cat’s third album with
Justin Bernasconi, Ben Franz and Jeff Lang in 2018, key
accomplices since her first band, The Stillsons, a decade
ago. Motherhood has drawn her process closer to home.
Songs are captured hot, in stolen moments. Lost Years is
the first in what feels like a new era of music creation.
“I wrote it quite quickly,” she says. “All of my previous work
has been done in a professional setting. This track was
different. I wrote it, I came upstairs and start recording it.
So it was a really unusual approach for me, in terms of
composition.”
From there to final mix by Isaac Barter, the song’s simmering sense of injustice and atonement found its
own sonic world via Cat’s own multi-instrumental skills. Her slide guitar slips past like headlights in the rain.
Her drums slowly intensify the windscreen-wiper rhythm. Moving on.
“Another thing that was new for me was that the entire song is just two chords. Harmonically it’s really
restricted, so I had to create interest with other instruments. Normally with my songs there’s a massive focus
on the lyrical content: Inner North was very much a narrative record. This one feels like it might be different.”
For now, Lost Years is a standalone precursor to the unformed album to come.

Lost Years is out on Mountain King Music, Friday 14th August
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“Canteri has strength
and drive”
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Canteri is also a respected drummer who formed The
Stillsons alongside Justin Bernasconi in 2006. The band
released three critically acclaimed albums: Circus (2009),
Earnest (2011) and Never Go Your Way (2013). She has also
played drums for the likes of Kutcha Edwards, Mick Thomas
(Weddings, Parties, Anything) and Brendan
Gallagher (Karma County).

CAT CANTERI
WHEN WE WERE YOUNG

“Sensual, warm and
a thing of real quality”
Americana UK

www.catcanteri.com

Cat Canteri 2014. © Cat Canteri 2014. All rights reserved. Any copying, renting, lending, diffusion,
public performance or broadcasting of this record without the authority of the copyright owner is
prohibited. Released by Mountain King Music
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In 2014, Cat released her debut solo album When We Were
Young, produced by ARIA award-winning Craig Pilkington.
The album placed her country folk meets indie-rock style at
centre stage, the songs telling stories of real life and
experiences, framed and coloured by her exquisite voice
and playing. The album received widespread critical acclaim
and airplay across Australia and the BBC network, being
featured by the legendary Whispering Bob Harris on his
BBC Radio 2 show.
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“A testament to hard work
and a passion for writing”
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Her 2018 record Inner North went deeper into the narrative
songwriting genre. With three-dimensional lyrics and vivid
storytelling shine on all 11 tracks with critical acclaim from
international publication The Music Below USA
“An impressive work of songwriting mastery”, as well as
closer to home with ‘Album of The Week’ in JB Hi-Fi
Mag Sydney and The Age.
10. TAKE ME AWAY

For Allie and Carlo
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Thanks to Justin Bernasconi, Justin Olsson and Ben Franz for your outstanding playing on
this record, to Les Thomas and Chester Cooney for your contribution to the songs,
to Jeff Lang for your patience and humour, to Allie, Carlo, Giulius, Rhonda and Justin for
your love and unwavering support in my creativity and music.
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Produced by Jeff Lang
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Engineered and mixed by Jeff Lang at the Enclave Recording Facility (Melbourne, Australia)
Mastered by Adam Dempsey at Deluxe Mastering (Melbourne, Australia)
Photographs by Tajette O’Halloran
Design by Les Thomas
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All songs written by Cat Canteri except Out Of My League & Remember The Time
(Cat Canteri/Justin Bernasconi/Les Thomas); How Crazy I’ve Been (Cat Canteri/Justin
Bernasconi/Chester Cooney); Take Me Away (Cat Canteri/Les Thomas),
Bridget Agnew (Cat Canteri/Justin Bernasconi)

In 2016, Cat released the EP Late At Night capturing both
the vitality and intimacy of her live
shows.INNER
Venturing
into
CAT CANTERI
NORTH
new territory with a reckless electric guitar style and bold,
unselfconscious vocal delivery.

“Canteri knows the cradle
of songwriting better than
most... resolute electric
guitar and smouldering
vocals”

www.catcanteri.com

You get the sense that Cat is revelling in being able to bring
her songs and stories to life, giving them a heartbeat and
conveying a range of intimate and emotional states; from
fragile to life-affirming.
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Sydney Morning Herald / JB Hi-Fi

